The Free Database

Milestone Documents in World History is the latest title to be added to Salem History. Salem History is our online historical database, which includes all the content of this set PLUS all the content for the entire “Milestone Documents” series. Access is free through 12/31/2011.

SINGLE REGISTRATION

The first release of the print edition of the latest Salem History title will include an Activation Number. With this number it’s easy to log onto Salem’s library engine and get a starting library content for the resource. The whole process takes only a minute. That’s all there is to it, and the result is easy to help your way of the way.

DIFFERENT SEARCHING

Searchable databases are not plain and simple. They are designed to be fast, easy to use, and intuitive. We have a system with search results appear in a variety of user-friendly ways, sorted and organized to help users find what they need, quickly. Traditional filing aids such as index and geographic indices also are available, and hyperlinked cross-references abound.

PERSONALIZED PROFILES

FOR EVERY STUDENT & PATRON

Every individual user can establish a simple personalized profile to save important information such as articles, searches or citations. The personalized areas are free and unlimited.

STUDENT & PATRON ACCESS

With a library card number or some other identifier, students and patrons can access all the functionality of Salem History from home, no easy for your library to sign up and never for your users.

THE FULL CONTENT!

All of the print edition’s content is included online, organized to take full advantage of the tools that make online reference so powerful.

The printed edition is activated and our registration screen.

SALEM PRESS

This collection will give users unprecedented and instant access to some valuable primary documents.

“This collection will give users unprecedented and instant access to some valuable primary documents.”

—Choice review of Milestone Documents of American Leaders

“This is an excellent resource to teach students about primary-source materials.”

—Library Journal’s review of Milestone Documents in American History

“This will undoubtedly become the premier reference work devoted to the subject.”

—School Library Journal’s review of Milestone Documents in American History

“This exceptional work will be essential to students needing assistance interpreting primary sources, and teachers will find it invaluable for incorporating those resources into their curriculums.”

—Library Journal’s review of Milestone Documents in American History

Groundbreaking approach of combining primary-source documents with in-depth expert analysis.
Milestone Documents in World History

The award-winning Milestone Documents series continues with Milestone Documents in World History, featuring our groundbreaking approach of combining primary source documents with in-depth expert analysis.

Milestone Documents in American History

Primary source documents with in-depth expert analysis of the court cases, presidential and legislative initiatives, and speeches that tell the story of American History.

Milestone Documents in African American History

Primary source documents with in-depth expert analysis of the court cases, presidential and legislative initiatives, and speeches that tell the story of African American History.

Milestone Documents in American Leaders

Milestone Documents of American Leaders. Nation's heroes from past to present written by the people who shaped the nation along with crucial scholarly analysis. Documents included in the set are Abraham Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, Emancipation Proclamation, and several famous addresses. Martin Luther King Jr.'s "I Have a Dream" speech, "Farewell Address," and "Second Inaugural Address". John F. Kennedy's "Pittsburgh Speech," and "Inaugural Address." Ronald Reagan's "Peace Through Freedom" and "Star-Spangled Banner".